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1 - Scary Night

Scary Night
Tails: Hey! It's movie night. why don't we rent a scary movie this time.
Knuckles: Fine. It won't scare anybody anyway.
Sonic: This one will. It just came out.
Amy: " Wicked Scary "?
Tails: I heard about it. They said when you watch it strange things happen.
Tikal: Like what?
Tails: Evil things.
[ In their Tower that night ]
Tails: Everyone prepare for the scariest night of your life. Other scary movies never scared you guys, but
this one will freak you out. Ok. Here goes.
[ Starts movie ]
[ 1 hour later ] [ Everyone has their mouths wide open ]
TV: [ Monster roaring and Woman screaming ] END
[ Tails coming from behind the couch ]
Tails: Is it over?
Amy: I don't want to open my eyes and find out.
Sonic: Out of all the monsters and robot we battled, that was the scariest thing I ever saw.
[ All laughing ]
Tails: Didn't I tell you or Didn't I tell you ?
Sonic: Yeah you told us. It late. We better get in bed.
Amy: Yeah. I'm sleepy.
[ Loud Thunderclap ]
Amy: AAH!
Sonic: Amy get off of me. It's only a storm.
Later in Tikal's room
[ Roaring ]
Tikal: What was that?
[ black claws come out of her wall ]
Tikal: AAAH!! KNUCKLES!!
[ Came running fast ]
Knuckles: What's wrong?! What the--
Tikal: Help!!
Knuckles: Get away from her! Fire Blast!
[ Goes back into the wall ]
Knuckles: Well, that takes care of that. Are you okay Tikal?
Tikal: I'm fine.
[ Woman screams ]
Knuckles: Come on.
[ The Shift Room ]
Tikal: Who screamed?
Sonic: Nobody screamed. Did we leave the TV on?



Amy: No, and the movie is right here.
[ Lights went off ]
Sonic: The storm. It might have knocked out the power.
[ Claw touching Sonic's shoulder ]
Amy and Tikal: AAH!
Sonic: Okay Tails. You got us. Good one.
Tails: Uh Sonic?
[ Sonic looks behind him ]
Sonic: It's the monster from the movie.
Amy: Let's get out of here.
5 minutes later
Knuckles: I think we lost it.
[ Claws grab Tails ]
Tails: Aah! Someone get this off me!
Sonic: Tails!
Knuckles: He vanished.
Tikal: We have to go find him.
Sonic: He could be anywhere.
Knuckles: Let's go.
Amy: Tails!?
Sonic: Tails!?
Tikal: Tails!?
Knuckles: Tails!?
Sonic: Maybe he's down there.
[ trap door opens ]
Sonic: AAH!
Amy, Tikal, Knuckles: Sonic!
[ Door disappears ]
Amy: No! Not Sonic!
20 minutes later
Tikal: We looked everywhere and we didn't find Sonic or Tails.
Knuckles: There one place we didn't look.
Amy: Where?
Knuckles: The Basement.
Amy: The Basement?
Tikal: Well what are we waiting for? Come on.
In the basement
Amy: Sonic!?
Tikal: Tails!?
[ Squeak ]
Amy: AAH!
Knuckles: What's wrong?
Amy: I heard something over there.
Knuckles: I don't hear anything. Let's keep looking.
[ Hiss ]
Amy: AAH!
Tikal: Will you stop that? There's nothing to worry about. It's probably just a few rats.



Amy: Those are not rats!
[ Rats with glowing red eyes ]
Knuckles: Run!
[ Rats form then fall on Amy ]
Amy: AAH! No! Get off!
Knuckles: Hurry! We're almost--
Amy: Help!!
Tikal: Amy!!
[ Amy sinking into rats as the build up ]
Amy: [Grunting] No! AAAAH!!!!!!!!
[ Rats disappear ]
Knuckles: Amy?
Tikal: No. Not her too.
Knuckles: Let's get out of here.
Tikal: No, wait. We have to go back. Maybe there's still a way to save her.
Knuckles: We're not gonna save anybody if whatever this is gets us too.
Tikal: Okay.
5 minutes later
Knuckles: We have to come back with help. Don't worry.
Tikal: Okay. Let's go this way.
[ Walking down the hall ]
Tikal: I hope we find the others. Do you Knuckles? Knuckles? Knuckles?!?! Oh no. He's gone too. [
Screech ] What was that? [ Yellow Eagle pops out of nowhere ]
Tikal: AAH!!
[ Runs to Elevator ]
Tikal: Come on. Come on. [ Ding ] Yes!
[ Runs in and pushes Down ]
Tikal: Whew! That was close.
[ Elevator starts filling up with water ]
Tikal: AAH!!! No!!! [Gasping for air then elevator opens ]
Tikal: Why are all these things happening to us? I gotta get out of here.
[ Runs into another room and sees everyone on the floor ]
Tikal: AAH! Knuckles, Amy, Sonic, Tails. Wake up!
[ Knuckles gets up ]
Tikal: Knuckles! You're okay.
Knuckles: Don't touch me!
Tikal: What's wrong Knuckles?!
Knuckles: I'm not Knuckles!
[ Slime rope come out of Sonic, Tails, and Amy's hands ]
Tikal: AAH! Let me go!
Voice inside of Knuckles's body: I'm the one causing the things happening to you and your friends.
Tikal: [ Grunting ] What have you done with my friends?
Voice: Just take a look in this ball.
Tails: Let us out of here!
[ Knuckles trying to punch a hole in the wall ]
[ Amy crying over Sonic ]
Sonic: We have to find a way to get out of here.



Knuckles: Yeah and what if Tikal's in danger.
Tikal: [ Gasp ] No. No!!!!! [ Breaks from the slime rope ]
Voice: What's going on?
Tikal: [Thinking] I finally have my powers.
Voice: This can't be happening!
Tikal: AAAH! [ Energy Burst ]
[ Everything Disappears ]
[ Tikal faints ]
To be contiued
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